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FOREWORD
As we move to a post-pandemic life, our Performance-Driven Design group's position 
at CRTKL takes an even deeper meaning. To realize our vision—People, Planet, Positive 
Design—we pledge that sustainable design is a necessity, not an option. Embedding a 
sustainability mindset into everything we do is the primary driver behind ‘planet positive’ 
design. It must be a key component of our cultural DNA and the design solutions we 
deliver. 

One tangible example of our planet-positive mindset is being climate neutral in our 
operations since 2020. We met this commitment by tracking our carbon footprint, 
reducing our emissions and offsetting the remainder of our emissions. Most importantly, 
we diligently work to reduce our reliance on offsets every year.

The built environment continues to be a significant culprit in the climate crisis as 
buildings are responsible for 40% of greenhouse gas emissions. Thus, the most significant 
impact we can create is in our work. CRTKL was an early signatory of the AIA 2030 
challenge at its inception—reporting since 2009—in some areas of our practice, we have 
made significant strides in the right direction while others are providing opportunities to 
leapfrog current thinking.  

However, this is not enough, and we commit to climate-positive projects for operations 
by 2030 and including materials by 2040. Further, 50% of our projects will utilize 
building simulations by the end of the year. This allows us to understand the sustainable 
outcomes of our projects better. We are also developing a digital dashboard to collect key 
performance metrics and measure them against our goals to track our process.

Kim Heartwell, President + CEO

Most significantly, we developed the award-winning CLIMATESCOUT®. As an open-source, 
web-based application using a combination of images and data to enable the visualization 
of low carbon, regenerative, resilient, and adaptive buildings. The app aids in the ability to 
interact through a diagram between sustainable design strategies and climate conditions 
and lets our brain directly connect architectural response and expression with climate in 
real-time. The demand for this tool cannot be understated, with 14,000 views in less than 
the first year of launch.  

As we evolve our company culture, we selected sustainability fellows across each 
marketplace we serve to shepherd our planet-positive design culture. They will help 
advocate and empower every member of the offices they represent to engage with our 
learning and drive the agenda, increasing the urgency and using our global platform to 
drive needed change for our planet.

This change cannot happen solely within our offices. As we see shifts toward a greener 
future, including ESG as a benchmark for investment, we believe in fostering collegial 
relationships with our clients to advance their sustainability goals. Together we can 
positively shift our impact on our decarbonization goals and make the people and the 
communities we serve inclusive, resilient, and sustainable.
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DEFINING  
OUR VISION

Our Purpose 
We commit to designing a climate-positive, equitable, inspiring future.  
People, Planet, Positive Design. 

Each of these keywords is a commitment to our future. 
People and the planet have had our attention for some time, and we’ve made great strides. 
Now, we are leveraging our past innovations and achievements and building exponentially 
to build on our successes. And build we will. We have the talent, the tools, and the track 
record allowing us to take our place among the visionary design firms of the world. 

Aligning our Progress
We align our progress and measure our goals according to industry standard platforms.  
Our project goals are aligned with AIA 2030 goals and with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 1 of this report. Our 
operational carbon footprint is tracked following the Greenhouse Gas Protocol accounting 
and reporting standard. Our parent company Arcadis discloses carbon emissions, including 
CRTKL's emissions, to CDP an international non-profit that helps both companies, cities, 
and  states around the world measure and disclose their environmental impacts.

 PLANET 
We commit to a 

more sustainable 
future. We are 

climate-neutral 
in our operations 

and commit to 
designing climate-

positive projects for 
operation by 2030 

and climate-positive, 
including materials 

by 2040.

 PEOPLE
We will use our 
design capacity 

to foster stronger 
communities, 

inspiring human 
experiences, 

wellbeing, social 
responsibility and 
equity, and human 

happiness.

 POSITIVE DESIGN 
We embrace our 
purpose with a 

positive perspective, 
driving forward-

thinking outcomes 
through research-
empowered, data-
driven, advanced 

digital design.
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Our Design Performance Targets
Sustainability addresses environmental, 
social, and economic issues. Our projects 
are inspired by ecology and designed for 
people to live full, healthy lives with a 
minimal environmental footprint. They 
should be able to support all life on 
this planet and contribute to safe and 
affordable access to varied human needs. 
Resources should be used efficiently while 
providing for immediate needs as well as 
long-term benefits. Our projects address 
sustainability in these different areas, 
placing special emphasis on carbon and 
reducing GHG emissions to reduce our 
impact on climate change.

Scientists warn that we have ten years left 
to avoid the worst consequences of  
climate change. Understanding how we 
handled the COVID-19 crisis offers an 
opportunity to tackle climate change head-
on. The pandemic shows us that, even with 
all the mistakes we have made, we have 
the technology, scientific understanding, 
financial means and human resourcefulness 
needed to tackle climate change. Our 
goal as designers of the built environment 
should be to contribute towards the Paris 
Agreement by “limiting warming to well 
below 2˚C, and pursue efforts to limit it to 
1.5˚C.” 

The "Special Report: Global Warming of 
1.5˚C" by the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) indicates how 
much higher the risks of a 2˚C world are 
than a 1˚C world. According to the report 
climate models project robust differences 
in regional climate characteristics between 
present-day and global warming of 
1.5°C and between 1.5°C and 2°C. These 
differences include increases in: mean 
temperature in most land and ocean 
regions (high confidence), hot extremes in 
most inhabited regions (high confidence), 
heavy precipitation in several regions 
(medium confidence) and the probability of 
drought and precipitation deficits in some 
regions (medium confidence).

Our goal is to apply our design skills to help 
flatten the emissions curve by achieving a 
substantial reduction in carbon emissions in 
line with the global 1.5 °C temperature rise 
target, as agreed by all signatories to the 
Paris Agreement. As we design buildings 
with a lower carbon footprint we will reduce 
our emissions which will give us time to 
protect our coastlines and cities from super 
storms and adapt our agricultural practices 
to evolving climates drought and floods.

DESIGN  
PRACTICE
Our firm's impact is truly global with over 2000 projects under design at any 
given moment. To improve the performance of our projects and stay below 
our planetary carbon budget, CRTKL has adopted two important goals for all 
its projects: all projects will be climate positive for operation by 2030, and all 
projects will be climate positive including embodied in materials by 2040.

climate positive for 
operation by

2030
climate positive  
including materials by

20 40

PLANET
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PLANET

The Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of our reported projects to the AIA 2030 commitment 
in 2020 was 46% better than the baseline. In 2021 we set the internal goals below 
to achieve climate positive performance in our projects by 2030. In 2021 our project 
performance was 48.3% better than baseline, achieving the goal set for 2021.

GOAL SETTING
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EMBODIED CARBON
Zero Embodied Carbon 
Making building materials and products creates greenhouse gas emissions. Activities such 
as mining, driving trucks, running factories and combining chemicals result in emissions to 
the air, earth and water. 

Embodied carbon is the sum of all greenhouse gas emissions attributed to the materials 
throughout their life cycle (extracting from the ground, manufacturing, construction, 
maintenance and end of life/disposal).

Embodied Carbon: Concrete Impact

The embodied carbon emissions of building products and construction represent a 
significant portion of global emissions: concrete, iron and steel alone produce ~9% of 
annual global GHG emissions; embodied carbon emissions from the building sector 
produce 11% of annual global GHG emissions.

Embodied carbon will be responsible for almost half of total new construction emissions 
between now and 2050 (architecture 2030). We run life-cycle analyses on selected projects 
to track embodied carbon of all materials, and have committed to tracking embodied 
carbon on every project by 2040.

We recognize that to truly get to zero, projects must also close the material loop 
through deconstruction and reuse. We will continue to engage in dialogue, research and 
collaborations to develop tools and examples that help our teams at CRTKL and across the 
industry implement more building material reuse.

As a firm, our goal is that all our projects will be climate positive including embodied 
carbon by 2040.

The Beacon
amsterdam, the netherlands

PLANET
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In our practice we are also framing our work and our operations around the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) -- also known as 
the Global Goals. These were adopted by all United Nations Member States 
in 2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and 
ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030. The 17 SDGs 
are integrated—that is, they recognize that action in one area will affect 
outcomes in others, and that development must balance social, economic and 
environmental sustainability.

WE FRAME AROUND
UNITED NATIONS
GLOBAL GOALS 2018
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Those most applicable to our design work:

NINE UNITED NATIONS
STANDARDS

Good Health and Wellbeing: We are committed to designing healthy 
places to work and live that provide good indoor environmental quality, and 
connection to nature, and that promote activity.

Responsible Consumption and Production: Buildings are estimated to 
consume 50% of global materials and contribute to approximately half 
of global solid waste. We pledge to supporting reuse and circularity by 
working with existing conditions, and making responsible material choices 
to mitigate environmental and social impacts of CRTKL design projects.

Affordable and Clean Energy: We must reduce the energy consumption of 
our projects while also utilizing clean, renewable energy. Climate Action: Buildings and their construction account for 36% of 

global energy use and 39% of energy-related CO2 emissions annually, 
according the the UN Environment Programme. As a large global firm, 
we have a responsibility to be part of the solution to climate change and 
to work towards net zero energy and net zero carbon for our projects and 
operations.Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure: Advanced digital technology 

and research groups develop programs to spark innovation across CRTKL, 
deepen and broaden our understanding of the impact of design decisions, 
and apply innovations in practice and projects. Investing in innovation helps 
shape the trajectory of the AEC industry. 

Life on Land: Our projects, in their site selection, design strategies, and 
material choices have direct effects on quality of life on land. CRTKL 
supports prioritizing existing buildings, densifying communities, and helping 
restore natural habitats through landscape design and planning.

Reduced Inequalities: Social and economic equity are essential 
components of a sustainable future and the fight against climate change. 
We must evaluate the social impact of our project work. Partnerships for the Goals: Internal and external collaborations allow us to 

go further than any individual employee or single organization. Each project 
provides an opportunity to bring a cross-disciplinary team together around 
advancing people, planet, positive design.

Sustainable Cities and Communities: No project exists in a vacuum—we 
must evaluate the impact of our work on surrounding communities.
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Those most applicable to our operations:

SEVEN UNITED NATIONS
STANDARDS

Good Health and Wellbeing: We are committed to continually evaluating 
and improving the benefits available to all employees for holistic health and 
wellbeing. Programs include support for physical, emotional, and mental 
health through medical benefits and ongoing education, flexible schedule 
options, paid time off and leave, and more to meet employee needs by 
region and life events.

Quality Education: Personal growth and professional development allow 
individual employees to always keep learning and share knowledge with 
each other to progress together. We facilitate this education through annual 
stipends, access to thousands of free on-demand courses, and high quality 
employee-led learning series throughout the year on various topic areas. 

Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure: Advanced digital technology 
and research groups develop programs to spark innovation across CRTKL 
to shape our future work and industry. Rather than specialized units, these 
teams primarily create opportunities for all employees to become experts, 
uncovering new knowledge and developing critical tools and solutions. 

Reduced Inequalities: We review demographic data to better understand 
our overall diversity and progress, as well as identify unexplained pay 
gaps by gender or ethnicity at each level so that they can be corrected. 
Through mentorship programs and community volunteering, our employees 
participate in expanding access to opportunity into the industry for 
underrepresented communities.  

Partnerships for the Goals: Internal and external collaborations allow us to 
go further than any individual employee or single organization. We support 
organizations that help advance positive social, environmental, or economic 
change, and forge new partnerships with industry peers and academic 
institutions to uncover opportunities together. 

Gender Equality: We believe that transparency improves accountability, 
and report on our progress to advance gender equity across the firm, in 
leadership, and in compensation. CRTKL encourages internal programs and 
affinity groups to cultivate encouraging environments for underrepresented 
employees to open up and thrive. 

Decent Work and Economic Growth: CRTKL prioritizes full time 
employment with access to comprehensive benefits and roadmaps for 
employees to develop their careers at CRTKL. Talent reviews provide 
feedback loops and touchpoints for employees to chart goals and progress. 
We support providing living wages at all levels. 
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Identify Priorities
Find the key purpose 
of the space, as well as 
the main sustainability 
initiatives  we’d like to 
implement.

Propose
Discuss our plan of 

action, develop tests  
for simulations.

Analyze 
Run simulations, 
troubleshoot.

Discuss 
Are these ideas feasible?   
How will we  
implement them?

Develop
Turn ideas into action.

CRTKL PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGN PROCESS

Developed by CRTKL professionals, Performance-Driven DesignSM (PDD)  aims to provide 
as much value as possible by tailoring design solutions to the needs of the specific clients 
and communities we serve. By drawing on ample evidence about the social, economic and 
environmental impact of design, PDD seeks to apply the greatest available intelligence to 
create compelling design with measurable benefits to people, place and planet. PDD is a 
strategy to improve the value of the built environment while reducing our impact on the 
natural environment.

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGNSM

Sustaining our future

Performance-Driven DesignSM (PDD) is a data driven design process that combines analog 
and digital tools to design low-carbon buildings that are also more resilient and responsive 
to climate.  PDD is a flexible process that can be tailored to any project goal. Bolstered by 
scientific principles, research and performance simulations, PDD guides designers in an 
increasingly complex world -- improving the quality and value of any project.

In all our offices, we follow the same basic principles which we apply to different types of 
spaces and projects. In our projects, we consider the impact of energy, water, waste and 
materials. When necessary, we use computational design to aid in the generation of ideas 
and building performance simulation tools to test them. Among the building performance 
simulations that we use in our practice are energy modeling, life cycle cost (LCA), daylight 
and glare analysis software, air flow and thermal comfort tools. 

PDD is a process-driven approach integrated into our design process. Projects in our 
practice typically move very quickly, driven by the developer and market forces, making 
it challenging to implement sustainable design strategies in projects. The activities in the 
process can be organized as a set of strategies described in the figure on the following 
page. The vertical columns indicate the phases: Conceptual Design (CnD), Schematic 
Design (SD), Design Development (DD), Construction Documents (CD), Construction 
Administration (CA) and Operation and Maintenance (O&M). The horizontal bands identify 
four areas that must be developed during the design process: site, envelope, light and 
energy along with a fifthw horizontal band for optional building certification. Rectangles in 
the intersection of these two describe strategies and processes that can be implemented 
in each area to improve building performance. These can take many forms and combine 
different analogue and digital tools. It is thus possible to delve deeper into each of these 
“boxes” or combinations of boxes and develop very detailed workflows that include tools 
and activities.
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CnD

Sustainability  
Concepts & Systems Eco-Charrette

Preliminary  
HVAC Design

Climate Responsive 
Design Guidelines

Preliminary Building 
Performance Analysis

Daylight Electrical  
Light System

Climate  
Analysis

Facade Isolation  
Study & Shading

Envelope  
Assembly

Solar &  
Wind Massing

Outdoor  
Comfort

Orientation Site Isolation  
Analysis

Building Site & 
Microclimate

Goals Integrated  
Design

ENERGY

LIGHT

ENVELOPE

SITE

CERTIFICATION

SD DD + CD CA + O&M

Life Cycle  
Cost Analysis

Renewable  
Energy

Life Cycle  
Cost Analysis

Life Cycle  
Cost Analysis

Verify Performance  
as Specified

Post Occupancy 
Evaluation

Passive Heating  
& Cooling Active  

Solar Systems

Preliminary  
Energy Model

Energy 
 Model

Final  
Energy Model

Energy  
Audits

HVAC Renewable  
Energy HVAC

Daylight Lum  
& Illum

Electrical  
Light System Daylight Final  

Energy Model

Adjustments to 
Maintain Sustainability 

Requirements

Energy  
Audits

Integrated  
Envelope Design

Indoor  
Air Velocity

Facade Isolation  
Study & Shading Shading Final  

Enegy Model

Adjustments to 
Maintain Sustainability 

Requirements

Envelope  
Assembly CFD Integrated  

Envelope Design

Site Isolation  
Analysis

Adjustments to 
Maintain Sustainability 

Requirements

Goal  
Assessment

Credit  
Documentation

Design Credit 
Submission

Credit  
Documentation

Design Credit 
Submission

DESIGN PROCESS 
WITH STRATEGIES
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OPERATIONS
Commitment to Culture 
As an organization, we recognize that how we work drives what we make. From who makes 
up our organization, how employees navigate it and feel valued, to how we show up in our 
communities. These all affect how individuals and teams work with each other and the 
ideas that make their way into our projects.

As CRTKL continues our transformation journey, we commit to enhancing employee 
engagement and agency in shaping the future of the organization. We encourage 
encourage both formalized and casual channels for these connections:  

• CRTKL Commitment Day to establish collective and individual people, planet, positive 
design goals 

• Cultural champions empowered to guide CRTKL colleagues to engage, promote, and 
positively reinforce our new vision  

• Multiple training tracks to develop project management, leadership, and digital skills 
tailored to employees in interactive cohorts 

• Programs to advance diversity in recruitment, interviews, retention, and career growth 

• Universal training for caring to confront and communicating effectively with one another 

• Incentive program for partnership across disciplines, skills, regions.

PEOPLE

Climate Neutral
We will continue operating as a climate neutral firm by tracking our carbon footprint, 
reducing our emissions and offsetting the remainder of our emissions. We are committed 
to implementing creative solutions to continue reducing and mitigating our emissions.

PLANET

CRTKL New York Office
new york, ny
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POSITIVE

OPERATIONS
Research Empowered & Advanced Digital 
Our research uncovers new insights by investigating the trends and data behind our 
shared global challenges. From the climate crisis to a shift towards urbanization, the 
places in which we live, work and play must meet a new set of imperatives. We believe an 
insights-driven, human-centric approach elevates design to solve complex challenges in an 
increasingly interconnected world. 

CRTKL's PDD team collaborateds with Research, a team focused on developing solutions 
that can quantifiably and positively impact our behaviors, our businesses and our cities.

This year we deepen our collaboration, further weaving together the intersections between 
sustainability, research and digital technologies to reinforce our positive impacts on people 
and planet: 

Research Empowered Design 

• People, Planet, Positive Design focused MicroGrants for 2022. 

• Development and launch of Design ScoreCard to measure the impact of People, Planet, 
Positive specific goals on projects. 

Advanced Digital Design 

• Training and education programs, improving our talent, capabilities, and competencies 
necessary to digitally support our ambitious Vision. 

• Optimized and automated design processes that amplify the digital value and embed 
sustainable strategies in all the design work and solutions we produce. 
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PEOPLE

HOLISTIC FRAMEWORKS
JUST Label
CRTKL has received the JUST Label for our US region; this is the first step towards 
achieving JUST Label for our global operations. As the largest firm with the label so far, 
CRTKL’s process to proactively evaluate the firm’s policies and practice sets in motion an 
ambitious vision with real tools for organizational and systemic change.

In the process of achieving our first JUST Label for the US region, we reviewed internal 
diversity, engagement, equity, health programs and benefits. We also evaluated how the 
business interacts with the communities around us: how we show up, who we bring to 
inform our work, where we direct our financial investments and how we measure the social 
and environmental impacts of our projects.

The JUST Label brings social equity priorities to the forefront. Internalizing them as part 
HR, financial and procurement practices enhances our pathways to measure success as 
an organization. The JUST Label connects the dots across the many ongoing efforts to 
measure what matters.
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Evaluating Diversity
As a firm, we recognize the inherent value 
in a diverse workforce and an inclusive work 
environment – more holistic and equitable 
decision-making, higher performance and 
more innovation, and greater employee 
connection and engagement. We value 
the differences among people and the 
contribution these differences bring to our 
business. We recognize that certain groups 
are underrepresented in our workforce and 
our industry, and that raising awareness 
helps us take action and evaluate progress. 

Much of our influence moves at a 
generational pace. Diversity in our industry 
needs to move faster. CRTKL advances our 
commitment to a just workplace and world 
through: 

1. Transparency in our operations, policies, 
and procedures 

2. Developing equity through our benefits 
and programs 

3. Partnering with diverse businesses 
and organizations that reflect our 
communities 

North America

Asia 23.9%

Black or African American 4.2%

Hispanic or Latino 16.3%

Native Hawaiian or Other 0.3%

Two or more races 3.0%

White 52.3%

EMEA

Asia 38.2%

Black or African American 12.7%

Hispanic or Latino 1.8%

Two or more races 1.8%

White 45.5%

APAC

Asia 100%
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 
Catalyzed by the virtual working environment of the pandemic, CRTKL’s specialized 
teams have organized high quality employee-led educational programming to share and 
deepen our collective knowledge. These are offered live, and then available on demand for 
employees globally to watch at their convenience.  

These expanded series complement the fundamental trainings that all employees 
complete for business critical competencies, leadership development, technical and craft-
related training, as well as the vast array of self-paced learning opportunities. On average, 
each CRTKL employee completes between 15-25 hours of training throughout the year to 
excel in their role, with access to thousands more hours of education.  

In 2021, over 10,000 on-demand courses were completed by CRTKL employees, including 
the mandatory courses on business ethics, information security that were completed by 
100% of assigned employees. Below are a few engagement highlights from our custom 
CRTKL-crafted programs. 

Additionally, CRTKL funds employees’ attendance at industry conferences to share their 
own findings and learn from others in the field. More information on our teams’ recent 
speaking engagements can be found in Chapter 5. 

Education and Training
Education and training are essential and 
necessary to fulfill our People, Planet, Positive 
Design vision.  In 2021 we launched the 
inaugural Performance Driven Design Learning 
Series, offering eight 1-hour classes throughout 
the year on topics including circular design, 
designing with daylight and GHG emissions. 
Each class was offered virtually and open to 
everyone in the firm, and a recorded version was 
available for viewing after the live session.  We 
also introduced an in-depth building simulation 
training program in partnership with Sefaira, 
piloted in our London and Dubai offices, to be 
rolled out to all offices globally in 2022. 

560
attendees

8
sessions
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Research50
The Research50 webinar series are hosted by the CRTKL research team to help employees 
become familiar with the basics of research methods, skills and how to use them in the 
context of teams’ larger project goals. These cover wide array of go-to resources to best 
practices for common research methods, and a platform for sharing case studies. They 
cover the basics to get employees familiar and comfortable with research tools and 
approaches. 

Women in Leadership (WiL)
WiL wants to create a space for incredible women* to come together, build community, 
create connections, celebrate accomplishments, and gain and learn new valuable skills to 
thrive both personally and professionally. Events and workshops help create a network 
of support across offices, teams and levels. The provide opportunities for learning, 
empowerment, and growth, and promote gender diversity and inclusion across the firm. 

*We want to create an inclusive community where all feel welcomed, heard, and seen. We 
have chosen to use the asterisk after women* to indicate that we aim to use an inclusive 
definition of "woman" and "female," welcoming those of all gender expressions.  

10
webinars 

hosted

160
avg. monthly 

attendees

243
total ceu

credits given

9
workshops  

+ events

200+
average

attendees

460
members across 

all offices

CRTKL Computational Design Training  
This year CRTKL launched the inaugural session of computational design training. Like 
other training programs, this will grow with new session and topic explorations over time. 

CRTKL Revit University   
Revit University is CRTKL's formal BIM training assigned to 
project teams. This year we had a total of 176 employees 
participate to continue progress in our trajectory toward 
advanced digital solutions and design excellence.     

176
total 

attendees

CRTKL Homeschool  
CRTKL is into our third year hosting this series by the Digital Technology Group. Both 
attendance and engagement have been consistent, as we average about 70 attendees per 
event. We love to be able to continue to share knowledge, insights, and digital upskilling 
opportunities with fellow CRTKL employees.   

17
live

sessions

246
total 

attendees

16
sessions
last year

1152
total 

attendees

72
avg. attendees 

per event

Additionally, CRTKL funds employees’ attendance at industry conferences to share their 
own findings and learn from others in the field. More information on our teams’ recent 
speaking engagements can be found in Chapter Five.
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PLANET

Reduction of Carbon Emissions
In 2020, we set a goal to be climate neutral for our own business operations by the end of 
2021 in order to contribute to the Paris Agreement’s goal of keeping climate change below. 
We met this goal one year early and our operations have been climate neutral since 2020.

We believe in the importance of transparency when it comes to our carbon calculations, 
and follow GHG Protocol to track our emissions. GHG Protocol was developed by the 
World Resources Institute and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 
and is the world’s most widely used greenhouse gas accounting standard. We include 
both the mandatory Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions (direct emissions and electricity) in 
our operational carbon footprint as well as several categories of Scope 3 emissions that 
are voluntary to report - business travel, commuting, and paper consumption. Our 2021 
emissions prior to neutralization measures were 1,484 metric tons CO2e, a 27% reduction 
from our 2020 footprint.

Business travel was the largest contributor to our carbon footprint,  accounting for 51% of 
our emissions. Our US offices were the biggest contributor to our global carbon footprint at 
57%, followed by our China offices at 32%.

We define Climate Neutrality as “the state where human activities result in no net effect 

Carbon Footprint Total Carbon Footprint by Region

2021 Carbon Footprint Breakdown
Although pandemic closures decreased during 2021, our footprint for business travel 
remained largely the same as compared to 2020. Our electricity footprint reduced by over 
30%, largely based on right-sizing selected office spaces based on hybrid work models; 
this had the greatest impact on our overall carbon footprint. Our paper carbon footprint 
reduced by over 60% based on reduced paper usage as digital communication became fully 
embedded in our processes.

business travel
762,994 kg CO2e
a 0.2% increase 

from 2020

electricity
533,508 kg CO2e
31.4% decrease 

from 2020

employee 
commuting

105,657 kg CO2e
63% decrease 

from 2020

paper
81, 647 kg CO2e

63% decrease
from 2020

direct  
emissions 
0 kg CO2e
no change  
from 2020

total
1,483,805 kg 

(1,483.8 tonnes)
 CO2e

it would take 
1,756 acres of forest to 

sequester that much 
carbon for a year

equal to
320 cars

driven for a year
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2021 Climate Action Challenge (IF/THEN)
On Earth Day 2021 we launched our Climate Action Challenge; we asked employees 
throughout the firm to submit their ideas for ways we could reduce our carbon footprint. 
Our goal was to gather 100 ideas in 100 hours; we collected 96 mitigation strategies from 
offices across the globe. 

It is essential that we continue to increase mitigation measures to reduce our carbon 
footprint as much as possible, and only offset emissions as a last step after we have 
maximized mitigation efforts. Through the Climate Action Challenge we were able to 
achieve engagement and participation throughout the firm in our carbon reduction efforts. 
We organized the challenge into categories based on areas of impact - Business, Travel, 
Mobility/Communting, Energy, Office Consumables and Other. 

Climate Action Challenge Winning Ideas:

1. CRTKL Live Emissions Dashboard
2. Individual Employee Budget
3. The Hidden Cost of Online Meetings
4. Remote First

96
strategies 

collected across 
the firm

climate neutral since

2020

on the climate system” per the CDP’s Science-Based Targets initiative, which requires both 
net-zero emissions and an avoidance of bio-geophysical changes that negatively impact 
climate. We have achieved this through a combination of mitigation strategies to reduce 
our emissions and nature-based neutralization measures that offset our emissions, restore 
forested land, and preserve habitat. We also follow the CDP’s mitigation hierarchy – we 
prioritize mitigation over neutralization and pledge to continue to reduce our carbon 
consumption prior to offsets by at least 10% each year, using our 2019 emissions as 
a baseline.

We achieved this goal through several strategies:

• Adoption of Digital 1st communications to reduce printing and paper consumption

• Work from anywhere and desk reservation system to accurately track trips to the office

• Right-size office space for hybrid work-from-anywhere model

• We are continually looking to implement new strategies to reduce our carbon footprint. 
An example of this is the 2021 Climate Action challenge. 
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Innovation Ecosystem 
CRTKL builds upon decades of innovative ideas by formalizing and building a platforms 
for investigation. Our research and digital evolution programs and activities are not siloed. 
Rather, they are an ecosystem of ideas, hunches and thoughtful investigations. We foster 
research and forward-thinking design solutions that are directly applied to our work. Our 
research programs allow for an open innovation process. Ideas can come from anywhere 
across our organization and are matched with the resources and scale they need to reach 
their full potential. 

The Global Research Fellowship expands the expertise and network of our people 
contributing to research across the globe. Our CRTKL Research Fellows are appointed 
to drive regional impact by supporting, inspiring and guiding research efforts in their 
local markets. The performance driven design team has collaborated in several of the 
microgrants research studies.

POSITIVE

CRTKL Research Team Investigations 
Our Research Team is hard at work delivering innovative design solutions, while 
strategically building a formal engine for research and innovation. This requires the 
partnership of business strategy, collaborative opportunities and rigorous investigations. 
We invite clients and collaborators to help us explore future solutions to topics we are 
currently focused on through a variety of programs.

• Microgrants Program

• CoLabs Program

• Impact Studies

• Digital Evolution Lab  
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03
WHAT WE MAKE 

PROJECTS

Merlata Bloom Milano
milan, italy
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PEOPLE

Projects focused on people are all about how 
places are experienced once they are operational, 
or how we learn what needs to happen in a space 
or strategy. Our services help clients and their 
occupants navigate and manage change, plan 
moves or transitions, design experiences, and 
translate what we hear from people by engaging 
with communities both targeted and broad. The 
audience might be residents of a neighborhood, 
staff in a hospital or office, visitors to a retail store, 
and more. ‘People’ projects are all about building 
trust and enjoying the process. 
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Transition Planning, Change and Move Management
Adventist Healthcare Rehabilitation Hospital and National Institutes of Health
Building a new facility and moving an organization into it, especially if that facility is a 
hospital or multi-disciplinary clinic, is extremely complex and inherently risky for even 
the most courageous organization. As part of the new CRTKL-design 42-bed inpatient 
rehabilitation project, our team of clinical and operational specialists supports staff 
and patients during the transition while helping them face the unique challenges 
and operational differences resulting from a relocation effort. Adventist Healthcare 
Rehabilitation focuses on compassionate care that meets the unique needs of individuals 
who are recovering from life-changing events, injuries, or illnesses. The move to the White 
Oak location focused on creating a healing environment specifically designed to carry out 
the mission of Adventist Health. 

Change Management is the process, tools, and techniques for managing the people side of 
any change. We work with our clients to build tailored employee engagement programs. 
Our approach develops awareness and engagement, trains employees for new ways of 
working and reinforces the change post-occupancy.

As part of the Federal government’s initiative to improve space utilization, the National 
Institutes of Health began planning for the consolidation and renovation of the 
Neuroscience Center in 2015. During the design and construction phases, working with 
the tenants began before COVID-19 and continues today. Initial programmed ideas have 
evolved, as has the way people work.

Through change management activities such as newsletters, monthly discussions, and 
guided site tours, CRTKL has kept stakeholders across multiple departments close to the 
design and construction process and given them agency in decision-making. The power 
to choose, from the overall layout to wall art strategies or the type of phones, and ask 
questions throughout the process enables feedback loops that help address changes 
in work styles and typical design and construction challenges. It helps connect the 
stakeholders and future occupants to the space long before complete.
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Workplace Strategy
Nokia New Ways of Working 
Nokia’s Dallas-based headquarters was designed with flexibility in mind. As ways of working 
for Nokia staff have evolved, we have worked hand-in-hand with the real estate team and 
businesses to bring about the best solutions to transition space and behaviors.  

CRTKL designed Nokia’s North American headquarters project, which consolidates Nokia’s 
Las Colinas and Plano locations into a single location in Cypress Waters. The project, a live, 
work, play development—addresses two of the latest challenges facing today’s corporate 
end-users: the combined effect of globalization and technological innovation on employee 
work styles. 

The project was awarded the CoreNet Global North Texas award for Workplace Strategy 
Interiors over 50,000 SF. This award signifies the dedication to people-centric design.  
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Experience Design
Petco Flagship
We design places, brands and services to deliver oustanding experiences. We used to think 
of experiences being driven by the built environment alone, but now, people and brands 
connect across many channels at once. To make the experience work in the real world, all 
channels must work together seemlessly.

How could Petco shift from being a commodified big box retailer to being a trusted partner 
for health and wellness?  Petco needed to change to attract a new, more valuable market:  
The busy younger family who needs more than a food retailer to care for their pet.  The 
brand vision was to become the category expert on pet health & wellness –  to deliver 
everything needed to be a great pet parent.   

 CRTKL was selected to guide the transformation of the retail experience.  Barriers to 
entry for the target customer segment were identified by Petco's research team.  In-store 
research by our team identified the operational challenges that caused customer pain. 
Future state experiences were developed, solving for the experience of getting a new pet, 
gearing up, and finding a groomer, vet and trainer.  For each journey, the goals of both the 
brand and the customer were considered, including solutions for the barriers identified in 
research.  

Individual interactions were identified in the journeys so that business requirements 
to support each journey could be defined.  Hundreds of business requirements and 
touchpoints were identified and mapped.  This provided a roadmap to deliver the complete 
experience.  The matrix provided a roadmap for development of store, digital and 
service touchpoints, prioritized by return on investment, and return on experience.  
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PLANET

‘Planet’ focused projects highlight many of the 
strategies we employ to reduce environmental 
impact and move toward restorative and 
regenerative systems. Working with nature, these 
projects increase efficiency, harness renewable 
energy and preserve natural resources. 
Integrated strategies further improve occupant 
experience by prioritizing outdoor connections, 
increased mobility, healthy materials, and passive 
design strategies. Teams develop a focused, 
measurable, and meaningful understanding of 
the environmental impacts of their work through 
advanced simulation tools and processes 
throughout their projects.
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Outdoor Connections
Boxyard RTP 
Located between Raleigh, Durham and Chapel Hill, North Carolina, the Research Triangle 
is the single largest research park in the United States. Centrally located within the roughly 
7,000 acre research park, Boxyard RTP is the first public community and gathering place 
within the area. The client tasked CRTKL to create a permeable indoor/outdoor design 
that connects with the natural terrain and landscape of the site and creates comfortable 
outdoor spaces year-round. During the typical work week, Boxyard RTP serves as a 
lunchtime and happy hour destination with weekends drawing from the surrounding 
communities, attracting families and friends for concerts, art fairs, farmer’s markets and 
other community events. 
 
Boxyard RTP includes dynamic outdoor spaces between the containers for entertainment, 
common dining, outdoor seating, public gathering, as well as upper-level patios and public 
areas below overhangs created by stacking containers. Using a modular approach of 
prefabricated shipping containers, Boxyard RTP’s goal was to create economy in design, as 
well as construction.
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Ecological Harmony
North Hills East 
How can natural systems guide the development of a mixed-use program on a site 
surrounding an ecologically sensitive creek corridor? The proposed site master plan 
and landscape solution for North Hills East respects the creek corridor buffer and fully 
embraces the ecological adjacency. The architecture orientation, site layout, programming, 
and material selections aim to harness the full biophilic capital of the creek corridor and 
recognize nature as an asset worthy of taking center stage.   

Pedestrian pathways are aligned to take full advantage of striking vistas and beckon users 
to discover the activated spaces peeking from around the corner. Tying into a regional 
hike and bike network, the space is envisioned as a unique destination that prioritizes the 
pedestrian and cyclist, as well as brings the community together around events, great food, 
local art, and nature. The landscape and hardscape are an extension of the natural creek 
flora and composed of contemporary industrial materials such as brick, exposed concrete, 
and reclaimed timber that evoke longevity and character. The goal is to create a model of 
biodiversity in an urban environment. Continually changing native understory planting and 
flowering trees support a unique sense of discovery during each visit. 

The site design integrates visible and educational green infrastructure best practices as 
open roof drains from adjacent buildings direct storm water into native planted bioswales, 
where stormwater is then  filtered through sub-surface gravel drainageways to a secondary 
bioswale where further sedimentation and slow saturation occurs. The design proposed to 
also daylight an existing on-site culvert and channel it into a terraced wetland detention 
structure, which is activated during rain events and sets an example that promotes 
downstream stewardship for future development.  

AWARDS 
2021 ASLA TX Chapter Merit Award
2021 ASLA NC Chapter Merit Award
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Harnessing Passive Strategies
360 Kuwait  
Expanding one of the region’s largest malls into its premiere mixed-use sport and leisure 
destination, sustainable design was one of the main drivers in the design of this project. 
Some of the leading sustainable design strategies applied in this project are: 

Screens  
Screens are used in several areas protecting key areas of the building from the sun. The 
screens elements are used at different scales, geometry, and materiality. The large screens 
located on the east façade of the project protect the interior tennis courts and Center 
Court, providing shade and filtering the sunlight to avoid glare. The geometry of these 
screens links the design with the sport of tennis by referencing the design with the tennis 
net and racket.  

25%
reduction of solar 
heat gain on hotel 

tower façade  

Self-Shading Facades 
The dynamic stone wall on the south façade morphs 
into balconies clad with metal panels that protrude 
from the façade creating shading elements protecting 
the Tennis Center, F&B Terrace and glass facades 
provided to open views towards the tennis courts. 

Biomimicry 
The angular design of the hotel facade draws direct 
inspiration from the leaves of a palm tree. The palm 
symbolizes rest and hospitality. The function of the 
palm is recognizable as a vertical element in the desert 
landscape, providing shade and protection. The faceted 
glass façade also avoids unwanted sun reflections that 
might affect the surrounding buildings or the visitors.
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Advanced Simulations
Caohejing High Tech Towers 
Caohejing High Tech towers site is located northwest of Shanghai City about 7km from 
Hongqiao Airport and on the highly visible second ring road.  The site is adjacent to 
the North Gate of the larger high-tech park masterplan of the area, thus, the project is 
considered to be a visual icon that represents Caohejing company’s visions of high-tech 
advancement, innovation, and sustainability. The tower programs consists of 106,000 sm 
of International class-A office distributed in three towers, two 80-meter high towers and 
one 130-meter high tower. The design strategies create iconic visual design, human-centric 
workplace, connected vertical communities, and a highly sustainable, climate positive 
building.

The climate analysis for the Caohejing Office Tower Competition indicated shade would be 
necessary to improve performance and reduce carbon emissions. Further studies indicated 
that the south and west elevations were more critical and a shade system was designed to 
integrate into the façade in order to maximize daylight and minimize negative solar gains.
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Retrofit & Reuse
Castellana
Castellana is an office project in Madrid, built in 1990 and that now, thirty years later, the 
building needed to be upgraded with the current building standards in terms of acoustics, 
energy efficiency and carbon emissions. Rather than demolish the building and design a 
new one, a careful design upgrade for the facade has been carried out to create a high-
performance envelope.

This facade generates energy through photovoltaics integrated in the façade with minimal 
additional embodied carbon and a significant reduction in operation emissions and 
improvement in daylight and overall wellness inside the office environment. 

Bioclimatic criteria is used to increase energy efficiency, while the design also fully respects 
the urban parameters of uses, volume, heights, occupancy, buildability, etc. The existing 
building is integrated with the environment with appropriate construction systems, 
materials and finishes to achieve carbon neutrality. The existing façade openings have been 
maintained, grouping them in pairs every two floors.

Light overhangs have been superimposed on the façade that frame the gaps grouped by 
55cm eaves every two floors and a similar light lateral closure. The components of the 
photovoltaic system are part of the bioclimatic system exposed to the sun and includes 
glass slats for solar protection.

The exposed and massive façade is transformed into a simple urban composition of 
bioclimatic architecture with photovoltaic panels, with an educational spirit for citizens to 
reflect on. 

Client: Infirnosa

Architect: CRTKL in collaboration with Baal Arquitectos

Façade Engineer: ENAR

Energy Consultant: MAGNA – Meccano

Construction Manager: Bovis CBRE

Planning Consultant: ITA

Landscaping: Spacecoop

Lighting: LDC Madrid

Structure: MC2

MEP: Aguilera Ingenieros
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Carbon Optimized
Merlata Bloom Milano Update
In recent years, several urban regeneration projects have been planned for Milan. These 
include a Smart district in Uptown Milan, the Mind area (Milan Innovation District), and the 
new Italian Silicon Valley. These offer new spaces and services that improve the quality of 
life while meeting the needs of citizens and being respectful of the environment.
Merlata Bloom Milano, scheduled to open in 2023 is not an old-fashioned shopping 
center, but a revolutionary space for aggregation, meeting and entertainment devoted 
to sociability and conviviality; a place to have fun, go shopping, play sports, indulge in 
gastronomic experiences and participate in cultural events.

A careful design of a high performance envelope using digital technologies and building 
simulation will help achieve thermal, light, and acoustic comfort, combining technology 
and sustainability. The project is inspired by the surrounding environment and the park 
provides inspiration for the use of design materials. Wood and greenery were used to make 
the commercial spaces a natural extension of the park. Sustainability plays a role of primary 
importance: the use of wood makes it possible to offset and reduce a significant part of 
total carbon emissions.
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POSITIVE

‘Positive’ projects are those that help us rethink 
how we work, through research to uncover new 
knowledge, or advanced digital tools to shift 
what we can create and measure. The positive 
is the exploratory. It allows us to continuously 
learn, and hone our delivery through research-
empowered and advanced digital design. 
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Study AreaDesigning for the Urban Microclimate 
Understanding Efficient Mitigation Strategies for  
Los Angeles’ Heat Islands Using OLS Regression Analysis 
Olivia Lewis, Pablo La Roche, Arianne Ponce, Joey-Michelle Hutchison 

As architects design the cities of the future, the climatological impact of the built 
environment must be considered. Previous research has shown that the Urban Heat Island 
(UHI) effect is exacerbated by the presence of impervious surfaces and mitigated by 
cooling features such as urban forestry, water features, and vegetation (Ruiz-Avilles,2020), 
(Hoffman, 2020). Through the analysis of satellite imagery of Los Angeles County, this 
study expands the scope of UHI research by creating regression models to explain the 
relative impact of multiple variables on land surface temperature. These variables include 
impervious surface, water, forestry, vegetation, and surface reflectance among others 
in Part I. Preliminary results indicate that increasing the density of impervious surface 
development is associated with higher temperatures while the presence of vegetation, tree 
canopy, and water reduces temperature significantly. In Part II, the researchers will calculate 
the economic cost of poor UHI mitigation by estimating the cost of mechanical cooling 
to achieve occupant comfort. The purpose of this estimation is to quantify the financial 
benefit associated with implementing naturally cooling designs in new and existing 
buildings. Part II also includes suggestions for design strategies intended to optimize heat 
mitigation based on our findings.  
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Research Microgrant Highlights 
The CRTKL Research Team's Microgrants program funds focused research projects 
proposed by CRTKL employees across the firm. These studies were produced as part of the 
CRTKL Research Microgrant Program, which fosters knowledge generation across the firm 
by supporting small, focused research ideas and projects. The program is also intended 
to identify new ideas, insights or pivot points that enable us to inform how we think and 
approach our work. The format is intended to be a safe space in which evolving thought 
leaders may ideate, fail safely and directly implement findings into our projects, business 
or culture. The grants represent one of several firmwide research programs that promote, 
support and inspire research-related endeavors. 

Microgrant Highlight 
Mass Timber In Seattle
Potential Carbon Emission Reductions through  
Large-Scale Adoption of Mass Timber Structures 
Research Team: Amir Lotfi  
Mentor: Joey-Michelle Hutchison  
Advisor: Janelle Leafblad (WoodWorks) 

Considering the amount of new construction that is projected to take place between now 
and 2050, it is projected that embodied carbon will be responsible for almost 50% of the 
total resulting emissions. In order to rapidly reach ambitious climate goals, we must better 
understand and adopt low-embodied carbon structures. 

This study explored the potential carbon reduction impacts if midrise residential 
developers were to adopt mass timber structural systems for projects throughout the 
city of Seattle. While research exists on carbon emission reductions from single mass 
timber projects, few are available that consider comprehensive carbon reductions that 
could be achieved with largescale adoption of this emerging building system. Data were 
collected from more than 150 midrise residential projects (buildings with 6 to 18 floors) 
in the city of Seattle, and the amount of avoided greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and 
carbon sequestered was calculated if these projects were to be made of mass timber, using 
the WoodWorks Carbon estimator. The research demonstrates that the potential carbon 
benefits are substantial, and that such findings may increase awareness of the importance 
of choosing low-carbon and locally-sourced building materials. Also, these findings may 
create momentum for better policies and incentives for more sustainable mass timber 
projects at a city-wide scale.
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Microgrant Highlight 
Corporations On The Move 
The Impact of Office Locations on Climate Change 
Research Team: Tess Hurry, April Coover, Harry Vicci (mentor: Pablo La Roche) 

The CRTKL Microgrants program funds focused research projects proposed by CRTKL 
employees across the firm. 

The program is also intended to identify new ideas, insights or pivot points that enable us 
to inform how we think and approach our work. The format is intended to be a safe space 
in which evolving thought leaders may ideate, fail safely and directly implement findings 
into our projects, business or culture. The grants represent one of several firmwide research 
programs that promote, support and inspire research-related endeavors. 

The 2020-2021 cohort represents the first set of grantees, which were selected from a 
pool of 34 total applicants by a diverse jury of design, innovation and architectural thought 
leaders. These individuals and teams investigated a wide range of topics with support from 
internal mentors firm-wide, CRTKL Research Fellows and the program jurors. 

Power Headquarters
houston, tx
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Impact Study Highlights 
CRTKL’s impact study was created to assess the economic, social and environmental 
impacts of CRTKL completed projects. Ultimately, we want to use this knowledge to 
quantify the impact of thoughtful and future-proof planning, urban design and architecture 
– resulting in evidence-based design strategies for future projects. We formed a task force 
of team members from different disciplines; identified key projects from diverse practice 
areas; agreed on criteria, methodology, timeframe, and catchment areas; then measured 
the criteria change over time. 

These findings help us hold ourselves accountable for community impact.  Every place, 
space, building, park, and home we design can – and must – contribute to the community’s 
greater good. 

We are working with our clients to ensure our design goals and processes focus on building 
performance and community performance. We’re committing to community impact goals 
at the beginning of every project and measuring, reporting, and sharing them, ultimately 
making our world a more healthy, equitable, and better place. 

Along with our team’s local knowledge of these areas, the impact study has given us the 
tools to evaluate, learn and grow from these projects. 

Learn more here
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Impact Study Highlight  
St. Agnes 40 West – Healthcare | Cantonsville, MD 
Access to Primary Care Improves Community Health  
Client: Saint Agnes HealthCare 

In 2015, CRTKL provided medical planning, interior design and architectural services to 
reprogram a former 38,000-SF retail store into a Primary Care Outpatient Center. The 
team converted the traditional retail layout into a fully functional healthcare setting. 
With a focus on preventative healthcare, increased access to primary care physicians and 
greater coordination of care, Saint Agnes Medical Group, Catonsville set a new standard 
for managing and improving health outcomes for the Greater Baltimore and Howard 
County areas. 

We were curious to understand if expanded access to primary care outside of the 
traditional medical center setting (hospitals) would increase overall population health.  
If general primary and specialty care is accessible in a neighborhood setting and 
somewhere people go to frequently (and easily), it should increase how often people go, 
thus improving health outcomes. 

In this case, we confirmed that the more accessible primary care is to the community 
correlates to better overall population health. As a primary care facility that offers 
multiple physician spaces for both primary and specialty care, Saint Agnes Medical Group, 
Catonsville is a part of that trend to increase access. We believe the addition of a primary 
care facility in the community, where it is more accessible to people where they shop and 
eat, does help to increase overall population health.

IMPACT STUDY REI DC

SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

More

Infant Mortality

97/10,000 
decrease in Infant 
Mortality Rates

VIEW ALL RESOURCES

More

Life Expectancy

+3.2 year increase in 
life expectancy

Heart Disease

More

decrease in heart disease 
per 10,000 people

-8.4

Stroke

More

decrease in stroke 
per 10,000 people

per 10,000 decrease in Chronic 
Lower Respiratory Disease

More

Chronic Disease

0.8

-2.3
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Impact Study Highlight  
L.A. Live | Los Angeles, CA 
24/7 Mixed-Use Redevelopment Helps Enhance Local Neighborhoods  
Client: Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG), City of Los Angeles,  
Department of City Planning 

L.A. LIVE is the sports and entertainment district that surrounds the STAPLES Center 
and Microsoft Theatre in downtown Los Angeles. The campus features sports and music 
venues, night clubs, restaurants, a bowling alley, a museum and movie theatres. With a 
40,000-SF pedestrian-friendly public plaza, L.A. LIVE underscore’s the city’s reputation as 
one of world’s most dynamic entertainment hubs. The open-air space serves as a central 
meeting spot and boasts state-of-the-art lighting, LED screens and signage displays. 

Eager to continue with this downtown revitalization, AEG hired CRTKL to generate a master 
plan for a 33-acre urban district along the downtown area’s southern edge. The goal was 
to create a unique day and nighttime district that conveys an urban, open-air character by 
incorporating major sports and entertainment. In addition to providing planning and urban 
design for the entertainment district, CRTKL provided architecture and environmental 
graphic design for L.A. LIVE’s two mixed-use anchor buildings made up of retail, restaurant, 
office, museum and entertainment space, a 720-seat theatre, a 1,000-room condominium 
hotel, and the West Coast broadcasting headquarters for ESPN sports television. 
Additionally, CRTKL’s design offers convenient ground-level access from the plaza to a wide 
selection of shops, restaurants and leisure activities. 

L.A. LIVE has successfully injected new energy and tax revenues that have helped revitalize 
the downtown area.  With numerous development projects under construction or in 
the pipeline, young, talented residents and innovative industries will continue to keep 
downtown thriving. The LASED redevelopment project served as a catalyst to help trigger 
later area improvements. Especially the bundled Community Benefit Program known as 
“Staples CBA,” which was a coordinated effort between the Coalition (the Figueroa Corridor 
Coalition for Economic Justice) and the Developer (AEG) to maximize the benefits and 
minimize the negative impacts of the project to the Figueroa Corridor community. 

IMACT STUDY LA LIVE

SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

VIEW ALL RESOURCES

increase in % of persons over 
age 25 with bachelor’s degree 
since 1990

More

Highly Educated

238%

More

Employment Gains

77%
increase in civilian 
employment since 1990

Housing Unit Growth

More

Decreasing vacancy rates
since 2000

Commuting

More

88
walk score

More

Area Densification

increase in population density 
between 2000-2018

60%

Household Wealth

More

increase in household income 
since 2000

157%

Diversified Population

More

Increasing diversity 
since 1990

of the population is 18-39

More

Younger Population

50%
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CRTKL offers sustainability certification services internationally utilizing virtually all 
existing certification systems. Sustainable building rating and certification systems utilize 
an integrated design process to generate projects that are environmentally responsible 
and resource efficient throughout a building’s lifecycle: from schematics to design, 
construction, operation, maintenance, renovation and demolition.

Some systems are single attribute, meaning they focus solely on energy, recycling or water, 
while others are multi-attribute addressing carbon, toxicity and overall environmental 
performance. The approach, certification type and philosophy method may differ across 
these the systems, but a common attribute of projects certified within these frameworks is 
an intention to reduce the overall impact of the built environment on human health and the 
natural environment.

Sustainable building rating systems exist to address every project type from single 
commercial buildings to entire neighborhoods and are available for new construction -- 
which include focusing on decisions made in the planning and design process and decisions 
made through construction, as well as for existing buildings, which encompass operations 
and maintenance throughout the lifecycle of the building. Sustainable building rating and 
certification systems are proven marketing and educational tools for owners, designers 
and construction teams as they navigate the process of delivering high performance 
regenerative buildings while at the same time incentivizing clients, owners, designers and 
contractors to utilize sustainable design and construction practices.

CERTIFICATIONS

Our Certifications
LEED is the most widely recognized building certification system used across the globe. 
Our LEED certified projects span five continents and range in size from small tenant 
improvement projects to large master plans.
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As a firm, we seek to utilize sustainable building rating and certification systems as proven 
marketing and educational tools for owners, designers and construction teams as they 
navigate the process of delivering high performance regenerative buildings while at the 
same time incentivizing clients, owners, designers, and contractors to utilize sustainable 
design and construction practices. 

CRTKL has expertise executing the most well known sustainable building rating systems 
such as LEED, BREEAM, WELL, Fitwel, BOMA 360, CALGreen,GRESB, Estidama, CASBEE, 
and BEAM, as well as emerging systems such as LOTUS, Green Ship, BERDE, Green Building 
Index and Green Mark. Remaining on the cutting edge of existing and new certification 
systems enables CRTKL to provide clients the most comprehensive range of options and 
insights for their projects anywhere in the world. CRTKL has certified more than 155 
certified projects in 13 countries.

37
certified

43
silver

63
gold

12
platinum

projects
155

countries
13

• Certified spaces garner higher rents than 
non-certified spaces

• Tax exemptions, permit expediting, and 
associated incentives are often available 
for high performance or certified 
buildings

• Many municipalities are now requiring 
sustainable building practices, meaning 
that certified projects are not only future-
proofing environmentally by design, 
but also better prepared to prevent 
obsolescence as regulations grow more 
stringent

• Certified buildings generate transparency 
and enforce methodical documentation, 
providing a comprehensive and 
informative package for building owners 
and occupants upon completion

• Many multinational and local companies 
now require sustainability certifications 
for each of their locations.

Sustainability Certification Facts

Custom Sustainability Programs 
In addition to established existing sustainability certification systems CRTKL also offers 
Custom Sustainability Programs which are tailored to an organization's specific goals. 
These programs include creation of custom rating systems that clients can use to track 
performance of their projects based on the metrics that matter most to them.

GAP Analysis/Implementation Plan/Feasibility Studies
Projects seeking guidance can also benefit from a host of preliminary investigative 
services designed to gauge the viability, time, and cost impact of all the aforementioned 
sustainability programs.
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PRESENCE IN 
OUR COMMUNITIES
CRTKL employees volunteer with a wide array of organization types, and 
participate in a medley of community based activities, pro-bono design 
work, and ongoing participation in mentor programs across different offices 
to connect with our local communities. Through our Just Label survey, we 
learned that employees’ seek to volunteer to have a positive impact, connect 
with community, and gain perspective on local civic and social issues. 

CRTKL provides pathways for employees to participate in volunteer activities of their 
choosing and we are growing our formalized platforms to enable participation: 

• The Social Action Committee (SAC) is a firm-wide program centered on advancing 
social change through design. SAC members represent the firm and manage an 
allocated pool of corporate funds to fuel the design efforts. It serves as a steering 
committee to harness many of the firm's grassroots efforts to promote and implement 
design initiatives for social justice at both the local and global levels. 

• CRTKL sponsors and participates in several ongoing and recurring mentorship 
programs, such as the ACE Mentor Program that operates in several cities and regions 
across the nation.  

• CRTKL employees also organize group volunteering activities that are specific to an 
meaningful issues or office location. 

The CRTKL Social Action Committee (SAC) is a firmwide program intended to provide a 
grassroots leadership platform centered around initiatives that promote positive change in 
our communities. SAC is envisioned as a select body of emerging leaders from across the 
firm, charged with orchestrating the use of an allocated pool of corporate funds to advance 
social change. SAC works with our people in concert with office leadership globally, to 
promote design initiatives that can engage and inspire CRTKL colleagues and enhance our 
communities and the world-at-large. SAC will be a voice of social advocacy and inspiration 
for firmwide service, education, and proactive community participation.  

The inaugural 2020-2021 SAC oversaw three community-based design projects that 
were selected and implemented from a crowd-sourced pool of applications across the 
firm. The projects represented some small yet tangible steps to address local issues 
and organizational needs for community partners. The selections prioritized personal 
connections, emphasizing the power of relationships.  

To further deepen our learning of historical and social context and open up dialogue 
with one another, the SAC and project team members engaged with Open Architecture 
Collaborative in a tailored Pathways To Equity learning series of four workshops over the 
course of 5-6 months. Pathways to Equity is a program committed to centering equity and 
racial justice in architecture and design practices. Their goal is to create transformative 
learning experiences, shifting the field towards anti-racism and equitable outcomes. 
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SAC Project Highlight 
SAFE Gorton 

The SAFE Gorton project team worked with a local community organization near 
Manchester to design and implement a space for learning, relaxation and rehabilitation. The 
result was a transformation of an outdoor area from an underutilized yard into a covered 
canopy and gathering space. The project team leader had grown up in the area and had a 
personal experience that inspired him in his youth and kept him connected to this place. 

Gorton is an area of Manchester that falls within the top 10% most deprived 
neighborhoods in England where more than half of children live in poverty. SAFE Gorton 
was originally set up in 2010 as a short 4-week music project aimed at local young people 
to help give them a voice, purpose and ambition. The project grew and the young people 
ended up performing at Wembley Arena to an audience of 8,000 people.  

Beyond music, a community café was set up in conjunction with the special education 
needs department of a college to give young adults with learning difficulties work 
experience. A community garden project was set up in conjunction with the café, with 
various stakeholders such as the school, church and local community clubs and groups.  

In 2021, financial pressures forced the closure of the café and the music project came to a 
natural end, however the community garden, supported by local volunteers, has flourished 
into a place of paradise in the middle of an inner city suburb. Gorton is still a place of severe 
deprivation which needs the help of these organizations to help raise the aspirations of 
local people and forge a happier and more prosperous community. Together with countless 
local organizations, SAFE Gorton continues to bring about positive change creating a space 
for them to escape to, learn from, and rehabilitate in. This project helped create another 
meaningful place for gathering and supporting SAFE Gorton’s community programs. 
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Seattle Design Festival 2021
CRTKL Seattle collaborated with Bayley Construction for the debut of Kaleidospace, an 
art installation, at the Seattle Design Festival (SDF) August 21st – 22nd. In celebration of 
this year’s festival theme, EMERGE, Kaleidospace mimics the personal and wondrous safe 
spaces created during the pandemic from which we have all emerged transformed.
Kaleidospace is an experience of contemplation, reflection, and adaptation. Throughout 
the pandemic, many embarked on a journey defined by change and uncertainty. The 
installation is a physical metaphor of that very same journey—transporting guests through 
the safe spaces created for solace, as well as the path of transformation they embarked on 
as things began to reopen. Kaleidospace represents a passage of admiration and hope that 
allows guests to emerge in the face of adversity, creating better versions of themselves and 
their surroundings.

SDF is the largest design-related event in the Pacific Northwest: garnering participation 
from over 120 partners and drawing over 30,000 attendees to over 80 citywide events 
over the past decade. The theme of EMERGE seeks to inspire action, addressing the 
consequences of the pandemic to nurture new possibilities.

“CRTKL and Bayley Construction are a team comprising two different sides 
of the design community,” said Rodrigo Tarriba, Senior Designer at CRTKL. 

“Kaleidospace is a reminder that it is through this kind of collaborative 
relationship that we are better able to emerge from adversity.”

Learn more here (AIA) | Learn more here (CRTKL)
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CANstruction 2021
Awarded: Look to the Future in memory of Christine Schlendorf of Perkins Eastman CRTKL: 
CANucopia to End Hunger 
CRTKL raised $4,090 
Donated: 3,258 Cans, 2,058 lbs of food

Learn more here

About Canstruction®
Canstruction® New York is a 501(c)(3) Corporation. Canstruction was founded by the 
Society for Design Administration (SDA), whose purpose is to advance management 
and administrative professionals in the A/E/C industry through education, networking, 
leadership, and resources. Canstruction hosts competitions and events worldwide, creating 
awe-inspiring, gigantic structures made entirely out of non-perishable food.

Teams of volunteers, which include design industry professionals, participate in 
Canstruction® events in over 100 cities each year. The can art sculptures are on exhibit 
to the public in each city where a competition is held. The public is invited to donate non-
perishable food items during the exhibition. At the close of an exhibition, all food from the 
structures and public donations are donated to local food banks.

Canstruction® New York has donated over 2 million pounds of food to local food 
banks since 1993, and over 1.2 million pounds to City Harvest since 2006. Since 1992, 
Canstruction® has raised nearly 82 million pounds of food for hunger relief organizations 
around the world with its signature, trademarked CanArt.

About City Harvest
City Harvest is New York’s first and largest food rescue organization, helping to feed 
millions of New Yorkers who struggle to put meals on their tables. As the city emerges from 
the COVID-19 pandemic, they will rescue 111 million pounds of fresh, nutritious food and 
deliver it—free of charge—to nearly 400 food pantries, soup kitchens, community partners, 
and their own Mobile Markets across the five boroughs. They work alongside community 
partners to boost community capacity, expand nutrition education, and strengthen local 
food systems. For more than 35 years, City Harvest has always been there to feed our city—
one day, one meal, one New Yorker at a time. 

Learn more here
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CLIMATESCOUT® 
Designing for a Better World starts with understanding Climate + Context 
CRTKL’s vision for the future is designing a better place for all. Understanding climate and 
developing an appropriate architectural response is one of the first steps in our design 
process. 

CLIMATE SCOUT® helps its users design buildings that uniquely respond to a site by 
providing climate-specific design advice at the building scale. It pairs the Köppen-Geiger 
climate classification and building design strategies from Architecture 2030’s Palette. 

Try it out here
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Reuse Ecosystem Map 
Connecting people toward an inclusive circular economy 

In order to close the loop toward a circular economy with zero waste or GHG emissions, we 
need better work with what we have and redistribute building products that already exist in 
our projects and spaces. How might we connect the dots across disciplines, materials, and 
people to standardize deconstruction and reuse? 

CRTKL sustainable design leaders are collaborating with peers across the AEC industry 
to develop a shared resource for sparking conversations and relationships to make 
deconstruction and reuse of building materials standard practice. We recognize that no 
discipline can solve the issue of material waste alone, and that we need diverse roles and 
players in the built environment ecosystem to enable this change. Keeping materials in 
play helps expand access to valuable resources, fosters new economic opportunities in 
communities, and helps reduce embodied carbon and waste associated with our industry.  

The objective was to ensure that this new resource was rigorous, yet nimble enough to 
adapt to an evolving field that currently has most traction in single family residential. With 
the physical nature of building products, it was important to see both a broad perspective 
and localize the solution for people to enrich the resource with their understanding in 
a specific region and market. Additionally, many teams that are involved in commercial 
projects will end up working in many cities. This map and matrix help highlight who’s out 
there to support project team members take on these new pathways. It’s time to make 
reuse real and regular in all we do. 

Learn more here

The cross-discipline workgroup includes the following collaborators:  
Yarden Harari, CRTKL 

Kristen Fritsch, Elkus Manfredi 

Stephanie Dalo, DIALOG Design 

David Johnson, SERA 

John Peterson, MJMA 

Lona Rerick, ZGF 

Laura Soma, GLY Construction 

Jim Newman, Linnean Solutions 

Amanda Kaminsky, BPE / Lendlease 

Allison Arlotta, ARO 

Luna Oiwa, CodeGreen Consultants

With many additional contributors and advocates to thank for encouraging this effort. 
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Sidewalk Pod 
An Open Space Kit of Parts for Any Season 
Partners: CRTKL + ASTOUND Group 
In these unfamiliar times, outdoor spaces have transitioned into much-needed venues 
for dining and retail opportunities to help maintain current social distancing guidelines. 
These spaces also provide customers with a greater sense of ease and comfort in a time 
that health and safety are top of mind. As we continue to navigate through the pandemic 
— and what’s ahead for the future — we need to ask how usable will these spaces continue 
to be as we transition seasons? Even as people become vaccinated and cities open up, will 
customers still fill safe to gather together? Now more than ever, Owners and Operators 
need creative and adaptable solutions to enhance the use of outdoor spaces throughout 
the year. CRTKL partnered with ASTOUND Architectural Fabrication for this project.

Learn more here
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Civic Citation Award Winner 
Guadalajara Airport Terminal Two 
AIA Los Angeles’ Inside Look: The 
Design Award Winners Event | Mexico 

Learn More Here

CRTKL’s 360 Mall Kuwait Wins for 
Renovations/Expansions in 2021 
MENA Shopping Centre & Retailer 
Awards | Middle East 

Learn More Here

CRTKL Wins 2021 ULI Global Award 
for Excellence 
CRTKL-Designed “The Hub” in Shanghai 
Wins | China

Learn More Here

Places where people thrive:  
Station Hill 
Shortlisted for the 2021 Pineapple 
Awards | UK

Learn More Here

Recognition + Awards 

CRTKL Won Two Awards at the 2021 
AIA Shanghai 
Beijing Design Award Ceremony | China

Learn More Here

CRTKL-Designed Nokia North 
American Headquarters Wins Big
CoreNet Global North Texas Awards | US 

Learn More Here

Tempur-Pedic Named Store of the 
Year  
Retail Design Institute’s (RDI)  | US

Learn More Here
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Speaking Engagements 2021

Advanced Building Skins Conference | October 22, 2021 
Speaker: Pablo La Roche
"Design Process For High-Performance Envelopes.” 

AIA NY / Circular City Week NY | March 2021
Speaker: Yarden Harari 
Activating Building Material REuse 

Living Future ‘21 | April 2021 
Speaker: Yarden Harari
"From Trash to Change: Uniting around Material Reuse for a 
Zero-Waste & Zero-Carbon Future” 

SPECS Conference | August 2021 
Speaker: Sarah Wicker, Yarden Harari
Sustainability 2021: Next-Gen Materials

Decon+Reuse Conference | October 2021
Speaker: Yarden Harari
Collaborative Mapping of Deconstruction and Reuse Ecosystems

CTBUH Global Conference | November 2021
Speaker: May Wei
“The Future City: Addressing Carbon, Climate & Societal Crises” 
in Sky Concert Hall, No.1 Shenzhen Bay, Shenzhen

Publications + Press 2021 

CLIMATESCOUT®

• https://mystartupworld.com/callisonrtkl-launches-climatescout/  

• https://archinect.com/features/article/150267080/meet-the-architects-designing-
software-to-fight-climate-change  

JUST Label

• https://www.greenbiz.com/article/how-just-label-elevates-equity-ground  

• https://zweiggroup.com/blogs/news/empowering-people-kim-heartwell 

Guadalajara 

• https://archinect.com/news/article/150278273/callisonrtkl-is-bringing-biophilic-design-
to-its-latest-airport-project-in-mexico 

15 Minute City

• https://www.retailtouchpoints.com/topics/fulfillment-last-mile/last-mile-delivery-and-
its-impact-on-urban-mixed-use-environments
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Collaboration and dialogue with our peers is essential to advance the 
performance of the built environment. We all need to do our part in the 
generation and sharing of knowledge.

OUR 
PARTNERSHIPS

We are members or sponsors of several organizations such as:

1. CBE Berkeley. Industry Partners (Industry Advisory Board)  
2. USGBC. Silver Member      
3. Carbon Leadership Forum University of Washington  
4. BuildingGreen. Sustainable Design Leaders Peer Network

In order to maximize our impact, we: 

1. Signed onto the AIA 2030 Commitment.
2. Account for climate action in our next strategic plan.
3. Advocate and design for building reuse.
4. Include embodied carbon as a key factor when selecting materials.
5. Support carbon education within our firm, academia, and professional networks.
6. Patron member in the NOMA President's Circle Program
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CONTACT US

office locations

PDD Team

Pablo La Roche
PRINCIPAL 
PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGN LEAD 
PHD, LEED AP BD+C

pablo.laroche@CRTKL.com

T. +1 213 633 1194 

Joey-Michelle Hutchison
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL 
AIA, LEED AP BD+C, CSBA

joey-michelle.hutchison@crtkl.com

T.  +1 206 623 4646

Kevin Yang
INTERN

shaobo.yang@crtkl.com

T. +1 213 633 1194 

Trevor Schatz
ASSOCIATE 
LEED AP BD+C, WELL AP

trevor.schatz@CRTKL.com

T. +1 213 633 1236 

Yarden Harari
SENIOR ASSOCIATE 
LEED AP BD+C, ID+C AND O+M, AIA, NCARB

yarden.harari@crtkl.com

T.  +1 206 906 5269

Arianne Ponce
SENIOR DESIGNER 
LEED AP BD+C

arianne.ponce@CRTKL.com

T. +1 213 633 1194 

Maryam Hamidpour
SENIOR DESIGNER 
PHD, LEED GA

maryam.hamidpour@crtkl.com

T. +1 213 633 1194 

Olivia Lewis
INTERN

olivia.lewis@crtkl.com

T. +1 213 633 1194 
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Global Sustainability Fellows
The Global Sustainability Fellowship Program was designed to expand performance-
driven design knowledge and expertise as well as to create a network of sustainability 
enthusiasts across the firm. Fellows are passionate about sustainable design and want to 
make a positive impact in the built environment. They support firmwide initiatives, act as 
the sustainability leader for their office and are encouraged to interact with each other and 
help project teams have a better understanding on how to design for planet positive.

Brian Bi
BEIJING

Brian Hurh
DC

Ruotian Cai
LOS ANGELES

Jennifer 
Gullet

SEATTLE

Fotis Periizes
CHICAGO

Preeti Mogali
DUBAI

Sandra
Camejo

MIAMI

Jack Tsai
SHANGHAI

Roy Li
BEIJING

Huy Bui
DC

Raul 
Jaramillo

MEXICO

Karen Lee
SHANGHAI

Jiewei Jan
DALLAS

Jan-Maurits
Loecke

LONDON

Nikita 
Malviya

NEW YORK
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